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Project Summary: Internal Rate of Return in Environmental Decision-Making
(Research Category: IIA. Decision Making and Valuation for Environmental Policy)

Background.  Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is one of two measures of Discounted Cash Flow
(DCF).  Net Present Value (NPV) is the other.  Discounting is necessary to normalize cost and
financial benefit streams in benefit-cost analyses (BCAs) and like studies--whenever the time
value of money is a relevant consideration.  NPV alone is used to do this in the public sector.
IRR, a discount rate at which NPV is zero, is not generally not used in the public sector.  The
primary reason is the extensive criticism of IRR in textbooks and taught in finance courses.
These criticisms of IRR are greatly overstated and the minor coexistent difficulties with NPV
ignored. BCA and like studies are conducted with half the relevant tools.  Rather than being
contradictory, the two DCF measures complement each other. With both measures, analysis and
presentation of the results is similar to a home purchase decision with a mortgage loan schedule.
The thesis has presented within the federal sector for the last decade as information and
presented online for the last 18 months seeking peer review.  It yielded no substantive rebuttals.

Objective.  The overriding objective is to determine the extent to which a Relevant or Revisited
Internal Rate of Return (RIRR), as explained in the proposal, might enhance current and
upcoming EPA programs and analyses.  (RIRR is used to distinguish the proposed IRR
algorithm from traditional ones--any discount rate at which NPV is zero.)  This translates to first
validating IRR in environmental decision-making, then incorporating it where appropriate.

Methods to be Employed. Use the relevant methodology in the EPA Cleaner Technologies
Substitutes Assessment (CTSA) Guide.  Determine the extent to which RIRR might have
enhanced their decision-making.  Do the same for current and upcoming analysis methods.
Record and presents facts collected in the information modules, but make no value judgments or
advocate particular choices.  Phase 1 is to familiarize EPA analysts and managers with RIRR.
EPA Energy Star® with P2/FINANCE is the suggested starting point.  The PI is to provide all
data and information to date, using primarily previously completed multimedia and the Internet.
Demonstrate tentative RIRR applicability to other selected EPA programs available from open
sources. Based on progress, we propose subsequent phases demonstrating RIRR in the cost
portion of Economic Analyses (EAs), in regulatory impact analyses (RIA) and in BCAs.  Use
estimated (ex ante) and realized (ex post) framework to the extent possible.  Determine if
decision-making could have been improved by incorporating RIRR. Incorporate research at the
regional or local level that might enhance the analyses of national problems.

Potential Impact of the Project.  The project could change the way costs are analyzed at all
levels of government. It should
enhance receptiveness to time value of
money considerations
over the current NPV-
only approach.  NPV is
not well received alone,
partly because NPV alone

includes potentially contentious assumptions and calculations.  RIIR helps correct
those shortcomings, just as a home purchase decision is enhanced by knowing both purchase
price and the mortgage interest rate.  Either-or has been argued.  But we can have both.

Institution:  Northwest Vista College, Alamo Community College District; PI: Ray Martin,
Ray_Martin@AltaVista.net, Home: http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/RMenu.html

http://www.epa.gov/opptintr/dfe/tools/ctsa/exsum/exsum.htm
http://www.epa.gov/opptintr/dfe/tools/ctsa/exsum/exsum.htm
http://www.accd.edu/nvc/index~1.htm
http://www.accd.edu/
mailto:Ray_Martin@AltaVista.net
http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/RMenu.html
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Part 1:  Internal Rate of Return in Environmental Decision-Making
(Project Description)

Introduction.   This Project Description, including the two special sections, is in three parts.
�� Part 1 covers proposed research--items required for a "new" or "traditional" project

description.  This proposal is new, but not entirely traditional.
�� Part 2 covers results from previous research.  The thesis in Part 2 is essential to

understanding this proposal.  The thesis has been selectively and informatively
disseminated in the federal sector for a decade, primarily within the Department of
Defense.  It has been available online (World Wide Web) for 18 months seeking peer
review.

�� Part 3 combines the required EPA Policy Relevance and the NSF Data and
Information Availability  discussions.  Both are discussed throughout the proposal as
well.  Optional supporting details are in Adobe Acrobat notes, viewable only on screen.
Some documents and Acrobat notes have external links, viewable only if online. They all
point to: (1) Highly relevant.  (2) Everything is available. �(Adobe Acrobat Note)

Background.  Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is one of two measures of Discounted Cash Flow
(DCF).  Net Present Value (NPV) is the other.  Discounting is necessary to normalize cost and
financial benefit streams in Economic Analyses (EAs), benefit-cost analyses (BCAs) and like
studies to account for the time value of money--to account for interest.  NPV is used alone
almost exclusively in the public sector.  IRR, the discount rate at which NPV is zero, is for the
most part, not used.  The primary reason IRR is minimally used in the public sector is the
extensive criticism of IRR in textbooks and taught in finance courses.  These criticisms of IRR
are greatly overstated and the coexistent difficulties with NPV are ignored.  As a result, the time
value of money is evaluated with only half of the relevant tools in the public sector.

Statement of Work (SOW).   This proposal is submitted in response to EPA/NSF solicitation
on Decision-Making and Valuation for Environmental Policy (DMVEP):
�� "The DDMVEP competition encourages research that will contribute to the

development of practical, credible approaches for estimating the benefits and costs of
environmental programs and improving decision-making about environmental
issues."

�� "Because benefit-cost analyses are now required as input to the environmental policy
making process at the federal level, and increasingly at the state level as well, a
primary focus of the competition has been research on improving methods for
estimating costs and benefits of environmental programs."

Objective.  The overriding objective of this proposed research is to determine the extent to
which a Relevant or Revisited Internal Rate of Return (RIRR), as explained below, might
enhance current and upcoming EPA programs and analyses.  (RIRR is used to distinguish the
proposed IRR algorithm from the traditional "IRR.")  This translates to first validating RIRR for
environmental decision-making, then incorporating it where appropriate.

Methodology. Use the relevant methodology in the EPA Cleaner Technologies Substitutes
Assessment (CTSA) Guide to evaluate selected historical programs.  Determine the extent to
which RIRR might have enhanced their decision-making.  Do the same for current and upcoming
analysis methods.  Record and presents facts collected in the information modules, but make no
value judgments or advocate particular choices.

http://www.epa.gov/opptintr/dfe/tools/ctsa/exsum/exsum.htm
http://www.epa.gov/opptintr/dfe/tools/ctsa/exsum/exsum.htm
Ray Martin
If you can read this note, you are viewing the proposal on screen using Adobe Acrobat 3.0 or higher.  If you are online as well, the links below should work.  The notes that follow relate primarily to the required Data and Information Availability for which no separate pages are included.  These notes total 1.5 pages.  The page count limit is therefore observed even with the notes included.  Recommend using this version, onscreen and online.  If you print it, recommend a color printer.  It should also print okay with a 600DPI laser printer.  
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Work Plans.  Work plans are subject to varying emphasis and to modification.  We propose
three phases, roughly corresponding to the three-year study period.  The phases are serial to the
extent that subsequent phases should benefit from learning in prior phases; however, they may
also be conducted concurrently in whole or part.
�� Phase 1.  Familiarize EPA analysts and managers with RIRR as it applies to private

sector and public sector programs and analyses. The PI is to provide all information to
date on the research.  Use primarily electronic multimedia and the Internet, e.g., CD-
ROM, E-mail, video teleconferencing. Seek internal EPA consensus on RIRR
applicability.  Obtain recommendations for Phase 2 RIIR candidates.

�� Phase 2.  Demonstrate tentative RIRR applicability to selected EPA programs available
from open sources.  Focus on EPA involvement in private sector analyses, such as, for
example, P2/FINANCE (analysis for the EPA Pollution Prevention Energy Star®
program). Demonstrate analyses with and without RIRR incorporated. Obtain feedback
from EPA analysts and managers and from private sector users when appropriate.

�� Phase 3A.  Include DCF applications that are relevant to environmental programs and
analyses available from open sources, such as such as the cost portion of selected, open
source regulatory impact analyses (RIAs), EAs and BCAs. Make no value judgments or
advocate particular choices.

�� Phase 3B.  Demonstrate tentative RIRR applicability to selected historical EPA
programs available from internal EPA sources.  Include EPA program offices and
regions. Evaluate them in an estimated (ex ante) and realized (ex post) framework to the
extent possible.  Determine whether or not decision-making could have been improved
by incorporating RIRR and related DCF analyses techniques.  Obtain feedback from
managers and analysts.  Maintain confidentiality.  Seek internal consensus. Record and
present facts.  Make no value judgments or advocate choices.

�� Phase 3C.  Time permitting, apply Phase 3A and 3B learning.  Develop new models
incorporating RIRR to address current and upcoming analysis requirements, such as
benefit-cost analyses for environmental programs.  Incorporate research at the regional or
local level that will enhance the analyses of national problems.

Relationship to PI Longer-term Goals.  Promoting an understanding the potential contribution
RIRR can make to decision-making has been a special interest of the PI for 22 years. RIRR
corrects five decades of overemphasis on NPV relative to IRR.  This research finding is
especially important in the public sector where large amounts of money are involved for major
projects, where most projects are long term, and where critical assumptions will be challenged no
matter what they are.  The long-term goal is to have RIRR understood throughout the public
sector, followed by the private sector, and used in both without reservation or timidity wherever
appropriate.  The current goal is to promote RIIR rather than simply inform.

Present State of Knowledge 3UHYDLOL3UHYDLOLQQJ 9LJ 9LHHZZ.  For five decades, beginning in the 1950s, the
finance discipline has focused on quantified methodology for capital budgeting.  NPV emerged
as King of the Hill in those early writings, where it remains today. NPV and IRR were battered
about as alternative or competing methodologies in academic exchanges at various intervening
periods, especially in the 1970s and 80s.  Those arguments were typically framed as one or the
other being superior, less as both being complementary.  NPV-only survived those exchanges.
Finance is taught as a separate discipline at many universities worldwide, in courses reflecting
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five decades of emphasis: NPV is good.  IRR is either bad or unreliable.  Nothing can be done
about it. �

Peer Review.  Results of an informal 18-month peer review are available online and summarized
below.  The thesis presented here differs from prior exchanges and has no open challenges.
Properly viewed, RIRR and NPV give identical answers. �  When one is flawed for decision-
making, which rarely occurs in practice, they both are.

IRR in EPA.  Use of IRR within EPA reflects IRR standing within the finance discipline: IRR is
unreliable and minimally used.  For example, a Search of EPA Online Documents produced:T

Search String X All Documents analysis Cost analysis, cost NPV IRR

 �     Hits X 226,419 27,390 31,207 45,941 193 207
Percent X 100.0 12.1 13.8 20.3 0.086 0.091

A working hypothesis might be that, within EPA, analysis is extensive; cost is considered in
many analyses; but discounting may not be a valued tool.  However, reviewing selected
documents suggests discounting is used rather extensively in selected interfaces with the private
sector.  Energy Star® had 6,068 hits relative to discounting. IRR is, however, used just as
cautiously in Energy Star® as it is in the private sector.  See the documentation and run the
programs in various versions of P2/FINANCE available for download for examples. �

Preservation, Documentation, and Sharing of Data.   Alamo Community College District
(ACCD), Northwest Vista College (NVC) and the Principal Investigator (PI) expect

to emulate EPA and NSF in this regard-
-openness and sharing.  Prior research is
available for dissemination: data,
working papers, RIIR algorithm, peer
review results--everything.  All current

materials fit on one CD-ROM. Most everything in this proposal is already online, either for off
site storage (accessible, not linked) or online and linked for viewing and download. �

However, confidentiality must be observed where appropriate.  The results of the informal peer
review of the RIRR thesis are available.  However, all exchanges would have to be sanitized to
protect confidentiality. Confidentiality would likewise be appropriate for analyses of internal
EPA papers.  The originator should control releasability.

Other Related Research Products.  There is no thesis for a Revised IRR in an open source to
be found on the World Wide Web (WWW) using the major search engines or a NSF abstract
award search.  It gave 6,978 hits for "cost" alone, but only two relevant hits total for any
discounting term.  There were likewise no outstanding challenges to the theme that IRR is too
unreliable to use without reservations when the last library search was conducted in 1991. �

Relevant EPA Policies and Practices.  Several hundred EPA documents from the "analysis,
cost, DCF, NPV, IRR" searches above are potentially relevant to this proposal.  The most
conspicuous ones are a hundred or so in the Energy Star® P2/FINANCE publications, computer
programs and documentation, and in spreadsheets.  P2/FINANCE uses textbook convention for
IRR use throughout.  Nevertheless it stands out for relevance to this proposed research.  RIRR
may be pivotal in decision-making in the private sector because decision-makers prefer a rate.
P2/FINANCE appears to be an ideal candidate for Phase 2 research.  Other EPA programs are
attractive as well though.

http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/DCF/B-MFAQs.html
http://www.epa.gov/epahome/search.html
http://www.epa.gov/opptintr/acctg/download/download.htm
http://www.accd.edu/
http://www.accd.edu/nvc/nvcmain/nvch.htm
http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/RMenu.html
http://www.fastlane.nsf.gov/a6/A6Start.htm
http://www.fastlane.nsf.gov/a6/A6Start.htm
http://www.epa.gov/appdstar/buildings/manual/busanal.htm
Ray Martin
Textbooks in multiple editions have, for the most part, changed little over the years.  However some newer textbooks gloss over the NPV-only view and allow for IRR.  One is Present Value Models and Investment Analysis is listed in the References.  Allowing for IRR in Present Value Models was unfavorably critiqued in at least one book review. 

Ray Martin
Reviewing the literature as far back as 50 years, the overemphasis on NPV at the expense of IRR occurred in part, I suspect, because it is difficult to consistently apply the RIRR without a computer. No new equations are introduced with the Relevant IRR.  It uses the same equations found in textbooks.  However, calculating it by hand can be a time-consuming, mind-bending exercise, especially if two or more criticisms are combined as they so often are.

Ray Martin
Source: "Search the EPA Internet," at URL: http://www.epa.gov/epahome/search.html. Booleans >and< and >or< in the EPA Internet search both gave the same number of hits, 45,941.  This is possibly a bug in the search routine.

Ray Martin
Source:  EPA Search: "P2/Finance, PDF" matched "6068 documents out of 229512."  

Ray Martin
Materials prior to about 1985 are available only on paper.

Ray Martin
There were no relevant NSF hits on either "IRR" or "NPV," and one relevant hit each on "Internal Rate of Return" and "Net Present Value."  A null search indicates 116,304 documents total.  A working hypothesis for NSF is that cost is a consideration in only six percent of NSF awarded research and almost none for discounting. Discount terms used: >discounting, DCF, NPV, IRR<.  The NSF search appears to be limited to abstracts, not complete papers.  Therefore, discounting could be used in some papers without showing up in a search.
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The focus of other EPA documents available online was on broader or on other aspects of
decision-making, with discounting a minor consideration. The Pollution Prevention Benefits
Manual (actually designed for incorporating environmental costs into decision-making) is
another good candidate.  IRR is considered there, but its role minimal.  Few, if any, of the 23
pages of references in the Manual would likely point to an expanded role for IRR. Other
candidates include EPA programs where the time value of money was relevant that exclude IRR,
presumably to avoid the professed difficulties. For example, "IRR " is notably absent from most
public sector discounting instructions, including the current Review Draft EPA Guidelines for
Preparing Economic Analysis (November 3, 1998).  In all cases reviewed, the EPA view of IRR
is consistent with the one found in textbooks.  The tone, however, for the most part did not
reflect the somewhat extreme view of IRR sometimes found elsewhere.  There is no obvious IRR
bashing within EPA.  Overall, EPA should be receptive to RIRR.

Broader Impacts of Proposed Activity.  This project integrates research and education in that it
corrects long-standing misperceptions regarding a powerful financial analysis tool.
Demonstrating RIRR applicability in environmental programs and analyses should enhance
learning in an important area of public sector decision-making: how to calculate and present the
time value of money.  RIRR and NPV together are easier to communicate than either alone.

It is unlikely RIRR will broaden participation of underrepresented groups directly.  However,
relegating time value of money calculations to something more akin to a mortgage loan than a
maze of potentially contentious assumptions, should allow greater focus on benefits analyses.
This, in turn, should indirectly help underrepresented groups whose interests are sometimes lost
in the big numbers inherent in NPV-only analyses. Finally, better decision-making, a near certain
result, would enhance cost effectiveness throughout levels of the public sector.

Collaboration.  None is required.  However, the PI would hope to collaborate and cooperate
with managers and analysts throughout EPA, NSF and organizations supporting them.

Not Renewed Support.  This is primarily a "traditional" proposal, with work described to
EPA/NSF for the first time, i.e., not renewed support. However, it has elements of an
"Accomplishment-Based Renewal" (ABR) proposal in that it proposes expanding completed
research, the results of which have been presented for information in federal public sector forums
for a decade and available online for 18 months. �  Relevant items in ABR format:
�� Title of project(s) (all currently online):

1. Internal Rate of Return Revisited.
2. Internal Rate of Return Revisited: Economic Analysis.
3. IRR in DoD. (Department of Defense Cost Analysis Symposium paper (1993) and

other public sector and private sector symposia prior).  Part 1: IRR Revisited.  Part 2:
Computer Information Management Functional Economic Analysis (CIM FEA)

�� Summary of the results: RIRR is as reliable for analyzing time value of money as NPV.
The two measures are complementary.  There is no conflict.

�� Available data not described elsewhere.  Data in this proposal are primarily summaries
of data currently available online.  The data online are, in turn, distillations of earlier
research, papers and presentations.  The IRR Revisited thesis has been presented at British
universities, in the U.S. public sector (primarily cost symposia.), and as part of a
decision-making model in management courses at two universities.  These earlier
presentations were for information and feedback, with no attempt to advance the thesis.
A goal of this proposed research is to advance the thesis.

http://www.epa.gov/opptintr/dfe/tools/ctsa/
http://www.epa.gov/opptintr/dfe/tools/ctsa/
http://www.epa.gov/opptintr/dfe/tools/ctsa/referenc.pdf --
http://www.epa.gov/opptintr/dfe/tools/ctsa/referenc.pdf --
http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/DCF/nr7aa003.html
http://www.riskworld.com/Nreports/1997/RMartin/html/nr7aa001.htm
http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/IRRinDoD/
Ray Martin
Interested managers and analysts, with a dot-EPA (.epa) E-mail address were among those responding to my requests for informal peer review.  Some EPA reviewers of this proposal may therefore be familiar with the thesis in Part 2. 
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�� Research continuation support.  This is a good place to say that NVC, ACCD and the
PI concur that each phase of the research should be accomplishment-based.  If the work is
done, we should move on.  If it cannot be done for any reason, we should quit.

Metric Conversion.  This proposal and all reports and publications generated in the project, and
correspondence related to the proposal and project are available in either metric (A3) or Letter (8
½" x 11").  However, we suggest reviewing this proposal on screen and online to take advantage
of the embedded hyperlinks.  This requires Adobe Acrobat 3.0 or above.  The page count limit is
observed even with the one and one-half pages of onscreen, online notes available. �

Part 2: Internal Rate of Return Revisited

Introduction.   Internal Rate of Return (IRR) and Net Present Value (NPV) are complementary
measures of Discounted Cash Flow (DCF). They have essentially equivalent utility. IRR is not
inferior  to NPV as claimed for over five decades. Properly calculated and used, RIRR gives
identical decisions to NPV while significantly enhancing understanding.  There is no conflict.
The major reason IRR is not used in public sector analyses, and used only with (unwarranted)
caution in the private sector, centers on the extensive criticism of IRR found in financial
management textbooks and taught in turn at universities worldwide.

The explanation that follows is an abbreviated version of one first published online in July 1998.
Over two hundred finance and economic faculty members at English-speaking universities
worldwide were invited to comment on the paper in an informal peer review.  The paper had
over 20,000 hits and several hundred responses over 18 months. The results of peer challenges to
the thesis presented here are available online and summarized in Note 1 below. �

Background.  Discounted cash flow (DCF) includes the present value (PV) (or net present value
(NPV)) and the internal rate of return (IRR) methods of analyzing cash flows. DCF provides cost
insight not possible using other techniques. The NPV of the time-phased costs over the economic
life of an investment project is the best single-number measure of its life-cycle cost. In the public
sector, DCF is nearly synonymous with NPV.

IRR: Public Sector Use. IRR is rarely used in public sector analyses. A minor reason is that
some IRR calculations require cash inflow as well as outflow. The public sector usually
generates no revenue and there is no RIRR or IRR for an all-negative cost stream. However, a
strength of IRR is in comparing project cost streams directly. IRR in this case is based on the
differential between, say, a baseline and alternative cost streams. The technique is explained
below under mutually exclusive projects.

The major reason IRR is not used centers on the extensive criticism of IRR found in financial
management textbooks.(1) These criticisms overstate the minor difficulties associated with IRR
and understate the coexistent difficulties with NPV. As a result, IRR is not being exploited to its
potential. The aim of this paper is to put the criticisms of IRR into perspective and put the two
DCF measures into balance.

NPV: Public Sector and Private Sector Use.  NPV is well accepted in both sectors for sound
reasons, but it has limitations.  For one thing, to solve for NPV, one must first calculate the
"opportunity cost of capital," also called the "discount rate." This rate is used in the discounting
equations to calculate NPV. While generally a given in theoretical discussions, calculating the

http://www.adobe.com/prodindex/acrobat/readstep.html
Ray Martin
Online versions are in primarily in continuous Hypertext (HTML) (not paged) and online graphic formats (.gif, .jpg).  With short notice, working papers are available in the leading word processors and presentation graphic programs of Microsoft® Corporation, Corel® Corporation Limited (WordPerfect) and Lotus® Development Corporation.  Please contact the PI if CD-ROMs do not contain what you need or you cannot find it online. 

Ray Martin
Only about fifty responses were actually challenges to the thesis.  The remainder were questions, clarifications, and requests for additional information.  Responses from students exceeded faculty responses.  A second round of requests to the initial list of finance faculty members drew less than ten responses.
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cost of capital can be difficult and time-consuming. This is especially so in large, complex
organizations. The "correct" discount rate is continuously debated in public sector.  For projects
with long duration, e.g., environmental, small changes in the discount rate can make dramatic
changes in the discounted cost, at times grossly overstating or understating them.

A second difficulty with using NPV alone is that risk is assumed to be equal among competing
projects. Risk is seldom equal in practice. Portfolio diversification is an acknowledged risk
reduction technique. Similarly several smaller projects should have less risk than one large one,
ceteris paribus. In the private sector, NPV-only favors larger projects whereas smaller ones
inherently have less risk.

A final difficulty with using NPV alone is that it is largely limited to comparing projects within
an organization, presumably with the same opportunity cost of capital (discount rate). Using
different rates can change NPV rankings. NPV is therefore not very useful for comparisons
between organizations—especially those of different size.  Even with these minor difficulties,
NPV is the best absolute measure of value of an outflow-inflow stream. IRR is the best relative
measure.  Both have difficulties, but IRR is strongest where NPV is weakest and vice versa.

IRR: Public Sector and Private Sector Use.  The second discounted cash flow measure, IRR,
has traditionally been defined as the [sic, any] discount rate at which NPV is equal zero. NPV
has been applauded and IRR criticized for decades. While the focus of the criticism has been on
using IRR in capital budgeting, the unfavorable coverage has spilled over into other areas.
Analysis of the reasons given for supposed IRR inferiority is the focus of this paper.

IRR is used extensively despite the textbook
criticism. Business people often favor it. For
one thing, IRR is very good for screening
projects. NPV is highly sensitive to the
discount rate, while IRR bypasses the problem
of deciding the "correct" one. Because IRR is
a rate or ratio, not an absolute amount, it is
more useful for comparing unlike investments,
say stocks and bonds. It also is more useful for
making comparisons between different periods
and different sized firms and for making
international comparisons. The intention here
is not to argue for either point of view, but
instead to put the measures into balance. We
will critically examine the professed reasons
for the superiority of NPV over IRR in capital
budgeting.(2)

Criticism Number One: Inflows versus Outflows SS

As traditionally calculated and presented, IRR is the same even if the cash flows are inverted.
This criticism, simply stated, is that IRR does not keep track of the sign. This is misdirected. If
you borrow money, you will pay the interest, not receive it. Interest rate tables use positive
amounts and rates. Interest rate calculation routines use positive principal. We are accustomed to
keeping track of borrower and lender outside the actual calculations.(3)  Why should IRR be
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treated differently from its interest rate counterpart?  Why would we even analyze a project with
net negative cash flows or a public sector project with higher costs and reduced benefits?(4) 

This criticism is typically presented in conjunction with Criticism Number Three, Multiple Sign
Changes.  Combining criticisms is unnecessarily confusing. Systematically dealing with the
criticisms corrects this supposed problem.  It makes them manageable.   Look at the project from
the perspective of making money, not losing it. Then IRR and NPV give identical decisions.(5)

NPV is a better absolute measure; IRR is a better relative measure. The two measures
complement each other.

It is tempting to correct this supposed problem by simply redefining IRR. Internal rate of return
in this case is at best misleading. The "IRR" associated with a negative NPV is a rate of payment
or outflow, not a rate of return.  If IRR were simply redefined, much of its criticism would go
away. Interest as something we either pay or receive. We should treat IRR the same. RIRR keeps
track of the direction of flows.(6)

Criticism Number Two: Mutually Exclusive Projects TT

IRR can supposedly give a different decision
from NPV on mutually exclusive projects. The
criticism is that although the IRR of smaller
projects may be larger, investing in the larger
project will make you better off and is
therefore preferred. Of course this is correct!
We also get a larger NPV by investing in two
bonds at 5 percent yield than by investing in
one at 6 percent. But this does not mean we
should always look for the lowest yield and
buy more of them. We should expect the same
in capital budgeting. Being able to invest in
only one of the two projects is called a
"constrained financing" assumption in capital
budgeting parlance.  Risk is also assumed
equal for mutually exclusive projects. Such
assumptions are somewhat artificial and raise
several practical and theoretical questions.
They exclude commonsense alternatives, such as investing in the smaller one twice giving a
larger NPV, or investing on one now and one later.  A focus on NPV to the exclusion of IRR
builds in a bias for large projects over smaller, perhaps more cost-effective ones. What Criticism
Number Two instead confirms is that having both NPV and IRR gives a better picture of the
problem or opportunity than either alone.

Textbooks offer the technique of evaluating differences between cash flow streams for different
size projects commonly called "incremental cash flows."  It is a practical way to analyze the
difference between alternatives with cash outflows only in the public sector and sometimes in the
private sector as well. The figure above illustrates NPV at all relevant discount rates (those
between a zero discount rate in the IRR).   NPV and RIRR can be used together when evaluating
different sized projects. If there is an apparent conflict, simply understand what is causing it and
present the information differently if necessary.

http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/DCF/Sample29.html
http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/DCF/Sample29.html
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Criticism Number Three: Multiple Sign Changes TT

While one sign change is necessary for
their to be an IRR, additional sign
changes can result in an additional "IRR"
for each one. Both IRRs are correct only
if you use the criterion: an [sic, any] IRR
at which NPV is zero. A better question
might be which if either is relevant?

One solution is simply to take the
smaller, more conservative 25 percent.
A second way is to use the IRR closest
to the net return on outflows. Ignoring
when they occurred, outflows are $2,500
and inflows $2,900. The $400 net
difference is the NPV at a zero percent
discount rate. It is also 16 percent of
outflows. This return on outflows does
not consider the time value of money,
but should be close to the relevant IRR for short study periods. The closest IRR is 25 percent. On
the other hand, 400 percent is 25 times larger than the return on outflows. While "mathematically
correct," 400 percent is not meaningful--not relevant.

A third way is to use the IRR that is consistent with NPV converging on zero as the discount rate
increases. In other words, look for the same pattern we find with an annuity or bond yield. We
cannot arrive at 400 percent without going through a nonsense zone where NPV increases with
increasing discount rates. While mathematically correct using the textbook definition, this
second IRR is not meaningful. The rate calculated before entering a nonsense zone is 25 percent.

T Sign Change Demonstration.  If you are still not convinced see the Figure to the left and
calculations for the two extremes on
the next page. This might be the type
of analysis a credit union manager
would perform on a member account.
Assume the same interest rate is
either paid or received.  It is one
percent per month on the balance--12
percent per year.  Increase interest in
even multiples of 12 percent to a
maximum of 960 percent. (Note that
using 697.14 as the discount rate
identifies one IRR, giving a zero
NPV.)  The second IRR is calculated
by the program using monthly
discounting, interest payments and
receipts define the IRR, which is
equal to the credit union interest
rate.(8) 
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                  D i s c o u n t e d   C a s h   F l o w
                  ---------------------------------------
Prepared by     | R. Martin
Date prepared   | 08-05-1993
Description     | Sign Change Demonstration @ 12 Percent Interest
Study period    | 12 months
Discount rate   | 697.14 percent
Discount method | End-of-month
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Project     Dep/Withdraw  Int Paid/Recvd   Net Cash   Discount    Discounted
 Month          (-)            (+)           Flow      Factor     Cash  Flow
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
   0       -$5,000.00          $0.00      $5,000.00    1.0000      $5,000.00
   1            $0.00        -$50.00        -$50.00    0.6325        -$31.63
   2            $0.00        -$50.00        -$50.00    0.4001        -$20.00
   3       $20,000.00        -$50.00    -$20,050.00    0.2531     -$5,074.10
   4            $0.00        $150.00        $150.00    0.1601         $24.01
   5            $0.00        $150.00        $150.00    0.1013         $15.19
   6            $0.00        $150.00        $150.00    0.0640          $9.61
   7        $1,000.00        $150.00       -$850.00    0.0405        -$34.43
   8            $0.00        $160.00        $160.00    0.0256          $4.10
   9       -$3,000.00        $160.00      $3,160.00    0.0162         $51.22
  10            $0.00        $130.00        $130.00    0.0103          $1.33
  11            $0.00        $130.00        $130.00    0.0065          $0.84
  12      -$13,000.00        $130.00     $13,130.00    0.0041         $53.86
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total           $0.00      $1,160.00      $1,160.00    2.7143          $0.00
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Uniform monthly inflow without terminal value       |          $0.00
Internal rate of return (IRR) (Sign +/-: 4)          |          12.00  percent
IRR--discount rate differential (outflow)           |         685.14 percent

                  D i s c o u n t e d   C a s h   F l o w
                  ---------------------------------------
Prepared by     | R. Martin
Date prepared   | 08-05-1993
Description     | Sign Change Demonstration @ 960 Percent Interest
Study period    | 12 months
Discount rate   | 960.00 percent
Discount method | End-of-month
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Project     Dep/Withdraw  Int Paid/Recvd   Net Cash   Discount    Discounted
Month          (-)            (+)            Flow      Factor     Cash  Flow
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
   0       -$5,000.00          $0.00      $5,000.00    1.0000      $5,000.00
   1            $0.00     -$4,000.00     -$4,000.00    0.5556     -$2,222.22
   2            $0.00     -$4,000.00     -$4,000.00    0.3086     -$1,234.57
   3       $20,000.00     -$4,000.00    -$24,000.00    0.1715     -$4,115.23
   4            $0.00     $12,000.00     $12,000.00    0.0953      $1,143.12
   5            $0.00     $12,000.00     $12,000.00    0.0529        $635.07
   6            $0.00     $12,000.00     $12,000.00    0.0294        $352.81
   7        $1,000.00     $12,000.00     $11,000.00    0.0163        $179.67
   8            $0.00     $12,800.00     $12,800.00    0.0091        $116.15
   9       -$3,000.00     $12,800.00     $15,800.00    0.0050         $79.65
  10            $0.00     $10,400.00     $10,400.00    0.0028         $29.13
  11            $0.00     $10,400.00     $10,400.00    0.0016         $16.18
  12      -$13,000.00     $10,400.00     $23,400.00    0.0009         $20.23
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total           $0.00     $92,800.00     $92,800.00    2.2489         -$0.01
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Uniform monthly inflow without terminal value       |          $0.00
Internal rate of return (IRR) (Sign +/-: 2)          |         697.14 percent
IRR--discount rate differential (outflow)           |         262.97 percent
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The topmost calculations illustrate that a 12 percent rate gives a 12 percent IRR. This is what we
should get, since IRR is a composite of individual rates that determine the cash flows.  More
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"IRRs" are possible because of multiple sign changes, four in this example. The bottom most
calculations illustrate the highest IRR considered (960 percent) and the maximum RIRR of
697.14 percent. But this 697.14 percent IRR doesn't behave the same way the ones left of it do. 
All credit union interest rates give 697.14 percent as an "IRR."  Further, with more than two sign
changes, all rates past 697.14 percent are near solutions with decaying oscillations defining
subsequent "IRRs."  This is called "lost in the noise (of no consequence)" in electronics where
oscillations are studied extensively.

IRR Algorithms.  Typical IRR algorithms calculate any "mathematically correct" IRR. In doing
so, developers have accepted the sign change criticism and agreed that all IRRs are the same.
These algorithms can be found in, for example, Excel® or Lotus 1-2-3® financial functions, in
function calls in high-level programming languages, and in financial analysis programs.

RIRR Algorithm.   Through 697.14 percent, RIRR and IRR are the same.  RIRR, however, will
never exceed that rate.  IRR may exceed it as a function of the second and subsequent sign
changes.  The only downside to defining 697.14 percent as the maximum relevant IRR it is no
longer responsive to the interest rate at higher discount rates.  In this example, IRR defined by
the credit union interest rate can continue up while RIRR tops out at 697.14 percent.  This, we
find, is an extreme case for both IRR and NPV, with no serious consequences for either. These
extremes are largely irrelevant for decision-making.  The 697.14 percent rate itself is 58 times a
nominal 12 percent interest rate and over 25 times an attractive 25 percent return on investment. 
Rates of return become meaningless at such high multiples.  While rates past 697.14 are
nonsensical, calculating it serves a purpose:  697.14 percent provides an upper bound for
meaningful IRR calculations.  IRR can be bounded into a relevant range for practical use.(9)

Spreadsheet Financial Functions.  Spreadsheets require you to provide a "seed," i.e., enter a
rate as an input for IRR calculation.  The seed is used to help search for the closest "IRR."  If you
provide a seed close to the RIRR, it should be the one returned. But what is "close" when you do
not know what the choices are?  Excel® and Lotus 1-2-3® warn you of the potential IRR
"problems," but give the same response for all.  Excel® gives "#NUM!," while Lotus 1-2-3®
gives "ERR."  They leave it up to you to figure out what to do about it.  You also get #NUM! or
ERR after 20 iterative attempts to solve for the "IRR" closest to the seed.  This could simply
mean your guess was not close enough.  A low seed does not always work since negative,
nonsensical rates are also possible, even with positive cash flows. The result is that you are
uncertain what the program will calculate if the cash flows contain multiple sign changes.(10)

These are the reasons for the discounted cash flow program and the RIRR algorithm.

Criticism Number Four: IRR Incalculable
Under some circumstances IRR is incalculable. This can be unbalancing without understanding
how it occurs and what the implications are. An incalculable IRR is not much of a problem in
practice and whenever IRR is incalculable, NPV is suspect as well.  Contrary to what you find in
textbooks, NPV should be used cautiously whenever IRR is incalculable.  Sometimes it should
not be used at all.  IRR is incalculable in at least five circumstances.

1. First, IRR cannot be calculated if cash flows are all positive.  There is no return, internal
or otherwise, because there is no investment. A project with all-positive cash flows is a
gift. It implies output without input—rare in legitimate enterprise.

2. A second circumstance in which IRR is incalculable is when cash flows are all negative.
This, like the all-positive case, needs no further consideration: It is a giveaway and
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follows the same reasoning.   NPV can be useful for normalizing gifts or giveaways to
current value but is irrelevant for decision-making.  Gifts and giveaways require none.

3. A third circumstance in which a positive IRR is incalculable is when net cash flows are
zero—say +$1,000 in year 0 and -$1,000 in year 1.(11)  Intuitively we might conclude that
this is a favorable circumstance in which we were given an interest-free loan for one year.
While there is an opportunity implied in such an unlikely transaction, IRR is incalculable
without entering the actual cash flows.  A precept of discounted cash flow analysis is to
use the actual cash flows.  Include neither accounting measures nor implied returns.

4. The fourth circumstance under which IRR is incalculable is subtler. It occurs when
downstream cash flows are absolutely less than earlier ones. This is an implausible and
unappealing cash flow arrangement in that someone, borrower or lender gets back less
than they put into it.  It implies an inverse time value of money.  It is the discounting
equivalent of a gift or giveaway.  We can decide using cash flow, without discounting.

5. The final circumstance under which IRR is incalculable is called "Complex Cash Flows."
It is essentially the same as circumstance 4 immediately above, but it is more "complex"
in that it incorporates Criticism Number Three, multiple sign changes.  Note the two sign
changes in the Complex Cash Flows Table.T

Project P X Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 NPV@10% IRR

Cash Flows X +1,000.00 -$3,000.00 +$2,500 +338.55 None

T Complex Cash Flows are commonly treated as the coup de grâce for IRR in finance
textbooks and courses. "Look at what that
IRR has gone and done now!" You are
typically instructed to note the incalculable
IRR as yet another flaw and accept NPV.
This "complex" cash flow arrangement is no
more worth analyzing using discounting
than the previous four circumstances cited
above.  However, we will pursue the
criticism as it is typically presented.(13)

An incalculable IRR is, of course,
unappealing.  However, if it is incalculable,
whenever it is incalculable, NPV is suspect
as well.  For one thing, NPV is positive at
all discount rates.   Said another way; the
discount rate is irrelevant: We will make
money no matter what our opportunity cost

of capital is. Or worse, past 66.7 percent in this example, we could increase NPV by simply
increasing our opportunity cost of capital—increase value by increasing cost.  This is absurd, but
incorporated then ignored in the complex cash flow criticism of IRR.(15)   Project P is either a gift
or giveaway in discounting terms.  To the extent that it is a valid project at all, DCF analysis is
unnecessary.  Gifts and giveaways require no financial decision.

Criticism Number Five: Reinvestment Assumption
The final major criticism is the "reinvestment assumption." IRR critics correctly point out that
IRR implicitly assumes that positive cash flows generated are reinvested at the IRR, not the
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discount rate.  They argue that the discount rate, not the IRR, represents the opportunity cost of
capital. This in turn makes IRR inappropriate for appraising or ranking projects.  Not
uncommonly, this criticism is mixed in with one or more of the other major criticisms addressed
above making the source of the criticism difficult to identify.(16)

To correct for any apparent contradictions resulting from using implicit assumptions, simply
make them explicit.  If reinvestment at the discount rate is the appropriate assumption, use it!
This is done in current spreadsheet programs--called the M(odified)IRR in Excel® and Lotus 1-
2-3®.  At times, however, reinvestment at the IRR is an appropriate assumption.

Other Criticisms
This concludes our discussion of the major criticisms of IRR as they apply to capital budgeting.
The criticisms cited above are not the only ones you will find, but most of the remaining ones are
either trifling or they relate to the extent to which IRR fails to conform to (admittedly useful)
guidelines capital budgeting. For example, it is useful to be able to add the estimated NPV from
several projects to arrive at a total NPV for all of them. This is sometimes called the "value
additivity principle." We cannot add IRRs for a meaningful number, but we can average them.
We can also calculate an RIRR for multiple projects by simply combining the cash flows. We
should expect IRRs from these combined cash flows to be different and not usable alone if the
projects are different size.(17)

Environmental Policy Relevance
A Current Environmental Issue.  In discussing the strengths and limitations of economic
analysis and its role in regulatory decision-making the Presidential/Congressional Commission
on Risk Assessment and Risk Management identified three common concerns:
�� Economic analysis places too much emphasis on assigning dollar values to

aspects of health and the environment that are difficult, if not impossible, to
quantify in monetary terms.

�� Regulatory decisions about health and environmental protection might be based
strictly on whether the estimated monetized, quantifiable benefits outweigh the
estimated quantifiable costs.

�� The results of economic analyses are often conveyed in a manner that ignores
assumptions and uncertainties, giving the impression of far greater precision than
is generally possible or appropriate.

All three concerns are related in large part to the way that economic analyses are conducted.  All
three concerns can be mitigated, if not resolved, by simply using both measures of discounted
cash flow rather than only one.  Using RIRR in conjunction with NPV addresses Commission
concerns:
�� The first concern is a fatal flaw whenever it results in placing a monetary value on health

and human life.  The medical, legal and other professions almost continuously bombard
it. RIRR is not a monetary value.  RIRR readily quantifies and is relatively easy to
understand. When used in a mutually exclusive project format, it compares directly
without assigning value.  It conveys simply the ratio of one alternative costs to another.

�� The second concern is that an economic analysis requires two difficult-to-calculate
numbers: quantifiable costs and benefits.  RIRR does little for benefits; however, it
relegates discounting cash flows to something akin to a mortgage loan repayment
schedule.  This avoids unending disagreement over the "correct" discount rate.

http://www.riskworld.com/Nreports/1997/risk-rpt/html/epajan4.htm#4link
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�� The third concern is likewise valid. For example, small changes in the discount rate can
make extraordinary changes in the NPV.  Commonly, the discount rate used becomes
uncoupled when the cost only quoted by the press.  RIRR is not easily uncoupled.

EPA use of IRR in the Private Sector.  IRR is used in the private sector, despite textbook
criticism, but only with considerable (unwarranted) caution.  EPA research confirms findings
elsewhere: decision-makers in the private sector prefer a rate when making financial decisions.
One EPA study shows Return on Investment (ROI) and Payback most used, at 25 percent each.
"For full project justification, ROI at 24% is the leading quantitative indicator, followed by
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) at 18%."(18)

The reasons underlying private sector preferences for a rate are easy to find.  For one thing,
RIRR is very good for screening projects.  This is especially important in public sector as well.
NPV is highly sensitive to the discount rate, causing near continuous controversy in both sectors.
RIRR, on the other hand, bypasses the problem of deciding the "correct" discount rate.  Because
IRR is a rate or ratio it is more useful for comparing different sized investments, e.g., many
public sector projects.  RIRR is also useful for making comparisons between different periods,
between ex ante and ex post, and in making international comparisons.

Example.  Rather than the current EPA instructions:
"Despite these benefits, IRR does have its limitations. For example, if you are performing
a complex analysis (e.g., capital costs in multiple years or widely fluctuating operating
costs and revenues), you should avoid using this indicator. P2/FINANCE-SP does not
calculate IRR if the analysis is too complex, instead reporting “N/A.”  (Complex analyses
contain more than one change in the mathematical sign of the cash flow, allowing for
multiple IRR values)." . [Source: Similar explanations are in various EPA

P2/FINANCE documents including ExcelMan.pdf, pp. 3-10, 3-11.]

Energy Star® instructions could say instead:
"There are no data restrictions.  Enter estimated cash flows from the

project whenever they occur, including phased expenditures.  Ignore multiple sign
changes; they are presented for information only.  In the unlikely event that RIRR is
incalculable, the program will explain why.  Review your data.  If RIRR remains
incalculable, you have all the cost information necessary to decide.  Discounted cash flow
analysis is unnecessary." -

Other Finance Problems Solved.  RIRR is useful alone.  With the major criticisms of IRR
addressed, RIRR solves other finance problems that previously required tailored algorithms.
Sample problems illustrating RIRR giving the same answer are in Note 2 below.

Conclusion.  Properly viewed and then sensibly applied, RIRR yields the same decision as NPV
except a few some extreme circumstances that present few limitations in practice.  When IRR is
incalculable, as it sometimes is, NPV is suspect and irrelevant for decision-making.  No attempt
has been made to suggest that RIRR is superior to NPV. They are best used together. They are
complementary.  They give consistent answers if handled and viewed properly.  Together they
give an indication of risk as well as return. RIRR is not affected by the size of the cash flows.
Finally, RIRR is useful alone in virtually all time-value-of-money problems.  RIRR has
tremendous implications for environmental and other public sector decision-making.

http://www.epa.gov/opptintr/acctg/download/download.htm
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Notes: Parts 1 and 2
1. Most of the challenges to the thesis presented here have been in the context of a finance
textbook.  Most often cited has been Principles of Corporate Finance by Richard. A. Brealey
and Stewart C. Myers (5th edition, Irwin-McGraw-Hill, 1996).  The  paper, Principles of
Corporate Finance Questions, addresses those challenges.  It is illustrated graphically with
spreadsheets from the Olin School of Business.  It largely restates the thesis presented here but
uses the textbook examples and spreadsheets to illustrate the points.  The challenges can be
summarized: Are Brealey and Myers (B&M) wrong?  The response can be summarized: No,
B&M are not necessarily "wrong."  If you work at it sufficiently, you can construct a restrictive
scenario where their NPV-only choices are really best. This simply means that more money is
better than less, even when discounted. And RIRR gives the same answer there as well.  B&M
overstate minor difficulties with IRR while ignoring the coexistent difficulties with NPV.  They
assume unrealistically equivalent risk for different sized projects. They overemphasize the
financial aspects of capital budgeting, even for a finance text and underemphasize other
important considerations especially risk. The working paper is neither a book review nor a
critique of any other aspect of Principles.
2. A Discounted Cash Flow program the PI wrote generated the text files linked from this paper.
It calculates RIRR to the specifications in this paper.  A side benefit is that it also solves the
following time value of money problems that have traditionally used separate algorithms.

  1.  Annuities 
  2.  Bond switch effects 
  3.  Break-even analysis (discounted) 
  4.  Business plan analysis 
  5.  Capital budgeting �
  6.  Capital gains 
  7.  Capital improvements 
  8.  Capital investments 
  9.  Commodity trading 
10.  Compensating balance 
11.  Construction job return 
12.  Contribution analysis 
13.  Cost-effectiveness analysis 
14.  Credit term analysis 
15.  Disbursements 
16.  Discount points 
17.  Early payment discount 
18.  Economic Analysis (public sector) �
19.  Economic order quantity 
20.  Farming returns 
21.  Future value (even cash flows) 
22.  Future value (uneven cash flows) 
23.  Home improvements 
24.  Home ownership 
25.  Incentive plans

26.  Inflationary price increases 
27.  Installment plans 
28.  Insurance analysis
29.  Lease-make-buy-rent analysis �

30.  Late payment penalties 
31.  Marginal efficiency of capital 
32.  Marketing (market) analysis 
33.  Mortgage refinancing 
34.  Payback (discounted & undiscounted) 
35.  Portfolio analysis 
36.  Present value (even & uneven flows) 
37.  Quantity discounts 
38.  Real estate investments 
39.  Retirement planning 
40.  Return on a lease 
41.  Return on savings 
42.  Sales analysis 
43.  Sinking funds 
44.  Step rate loans 
45.  Transportation problems 
46.  Truth-in-lending 
47.  Unknown interest rate 
48.  Venture capital analysis 
49.  Yield 
50.  Yield-to-maturity

http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/DCF/B-MFAQs.html
http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/DCF/B-MFAQs.html
Ray Martin
The Sample 5 files generated the calculations in this proposal and data for the graphs. 

Ray Martin
The Sample 18 files are the Department of Defense Corporate Information Management Functional Economic Analysis calculations discussed in the proposal.

Ray Martin
Sample 29 is a Buy-Lease expenditure decisions in the private sector that presents the same way in the private sector as cost with no revenue presents in the public sector. See: http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/DCF/Sample29.html. 
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3. A discounting problem to a lender is an interest problem to the borrower.  See S21C.TXT for
an example of a $200,000 mortgage loan for 15 years at 8.5 percent from both points of view. 

4. Even with this aside, how do you get a positive cash flow in the first period (year) of a
project?   Still, we concede some plausibility for Project C and evaluate the criticism as it has
traditionally been stated.

5. When using the S05?.TXT files, but look for net negative cash flows and "(outflow)" just
before IRR.

6. Internal rate of either payment or outflow would be okay.  RIRR should work too.

7. Increases in debt-equity ratios suggest higher risk to lenders, who in turn increase rates. This
in turn would change the cost of capital.

8. Monthly cash flows are the sum of Column (A) and the appropriate Column (C) through (I).

9. The relevant range in this case is between discount rates of zero and 697.14 percent.  One way
to insure only a responsive IRR is to limit its size, say to 100 percent. In this case that would be
well less than the relevant range.  The view here is that it is unnecessary to limit IRR to less than
500 or 1,000 percent so long as the other criticisms are taken into account.

10. Some of the IRR equations can include large or small numbers that exceed precision limits or
floating-point limits.  Older spreadsheet algorithms tended to lock up when calculating extremely
high IRRs.  Since very large percentages become meaningless in a practical sense, placing a limit
of 500 or 1,000 percent provides a satisfactory solution.  The DCF program uses 1,000 percent.

11. Use the direction of the cash flows rather than negative IRRs.  See Criticism Number One for
an explanation.

12. Some IRR algorithms calculate a zero IRR for N2 and a negative IRR for N3 and N4.
Negative IRRs are logically inconsistent with positive discount rates.

13. An IRR solution may still be possible if NPV turns again at subsequently higher discount
rates and again converges on zero. However, this subsequent rate, if it exists, is questionable.

14. IRR may be calculable with complex cash flows using other assumptions. For example, if
you use either continuous or midyear discounting with S05P2.TXT and S05P3.TXT, IRR is
30.74 and 35.08 percent respectively.

15. IRR calculations enter the nonsense zone at a $100 NPV and a 66.7 percent discount rate.
The point at which NPV begins to increase with an increasing discount rate is not meaningful,
other than that is where the nonsense zone begins.

16. Combining Criticism One (negative versus positive flows) and Two (mutually exclusive
projects), then concluding that IRR is at fault is a favorite. But projects that will lose money do
not compare well with those that will make money. IRR has nothing to do with it.

17. High rates put IRR in what the British call the "too difficult" category (not worth the
trouble). Millions of percent IRR are possible, though neither realistic nor meaningful.

18. Source: Environmental Cost Accounting for Capital Budgeting: A Benchmark Survey of
Management Accountants, Allen L. White, Ph.D, et al, Prepared for: Pollution Prevention
Division, Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics. Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic
Substances, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, OMB # 2070 0138, September 1995, p. ES-
8.

http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/DCF/S21c.txt
http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/DCF/S05p.txt#S05P2.TXT
http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/DCF/S05p.txt#S05P3.TXT
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Part 3: Required EPA and NSF Special Sections
Introduction.   Both required special sections are specifically addressed here.  The required
information has been addressed previously in Parts 1 and 2, and in optional Adobe notes as well,
viewable only on screen. �(Adobe Acrobat Note)

EPA Policy Relevance

Special Emphasis.(1) "Special emphasis is given to
situations in which prices or comparable standards of
value are deficient or missing."(2) Supposed IRR
unreliability has been a roadblock to using it in environmental decision-making.  RIRR is a key
standard of value that has been treated as deficient and therefore excluded, i.e., missing.  It is
important whenever the time value of money is a relevant consideration.  Time value is almost
always relevant in environmental decisions.  Properly framed and calculated, RIRR is as
essential and straightforward as mortgage interest rates are in deciding on a home purchase.
RIRR and NPV together form a "practical, credible" approach for environmental cost analysis.

Both Policy Makers and Analysts Likely to Benefit.  Both groups--all policy makers and all
policy analysts involved in environmental program costs should benefit.  The greatest benefit
should accrue to policy cost analysts in that the task of communicating discounting with RIRR is
easier than with NPV-only--once the NPV-IRR-RIRR dichotomy is understood.  RIRR is
relevant wherever the time value of money is an important consideration.  It usually is in
environmental programs and always is in BCAs now required for them.  Environmental projects
give long-term benefits.  They need a long-term view of cost as well. Once the RIRR algorithm
is in place, discounting is analogous to calculating the familiar mortgage loan schedule.

Home Buying Analogy.  Home buying and the mortgage loan search associated with it are not
treated with the disdain that discounting commonly is.  But a mortgage problem from the lender's
point of view is simply a discounting problem from the borrower's point of view.  Each is a
mirror image of the other.  The only difference of consequence between the two is that mortgage
loans, for the most part, have "even" cash flows (same payment every period) after the initial
investment, which is not necessarily so with discounting.  When decision-makers are asked to
decide costs using NPV-only, this is tantamount to being faced with a home purchase and
mortgage loan structured this way:(3)

�� You have found a home you like.  The developer has "special financing."
�� He provides a computer run similar to a mortgage schedule that shows the monthly

payments that total to the amount due for the 30-year life of the loan.  But, you are
told neither the interest rate on his mortgage nor the purchase price of the home itself.

�� To complicate it a little, this mortgage loan has a couple of home equity loan
withdrawals built in--anticipated and incorporated in the loan itself.  You receive
money at those points rather than make a payment.  These are small changes from a
traditional mortgage, but they reverse the sign on the cash flows. The proposed
mortgage incorporates some balloon payments and other small payment variations
too.  For these reasons, you are told, a true interest rate is incalculable.

�� You are instructed to judge the current value of the home you are considering using
only two things, which will give you a "textbook" answer:

Ray Martin
If you can read this note, you are viewing the proposal on screen.  See Note 1, Part 1 for details.
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1. Calculate a composite rate of your current debt structure.  This might include
another mortgage taken out at another time.  Or a composite or single rate from
other lenders might be appropriate.  Select one.  This is your discount rate.

2. Then you are to apply your discount rate to 30 years of payments to arrive at the
net present value for the home.  This is your "purchase price."

�� Now decide on this home relative to other homes with traditional mortgage-financing
sale and to renting.

If the prevailing view of NPV relative to IRR were used in mortgage lending, this is what
homebuyers would face. With textbook IRR, this home purchase is limited to NPV-only, i.e., the
estimated purchase price.  And calculating the price requires you to first make difficult choices
on your opportunity cost of capital--your discount rate. NPV and RIRR are as complementary as
knowing the purchase price on a home and mortgage interest rates are to a home purchase
decision.  When either is missing, decision-making is all the more difficult. �  We need both
NPV and RIRR to make other capital budgeting decisions as well.

RIRR in Perspective.  There is no attempt to argue for either RIRR or NPV here.  Rather it is to
put the two measures into balance. Broad based, peer-reviewed research has no open or
outstanding challenges to the thesis:
�� NPV and RIRR have essentially equivalent utility;
�� they are complementary ways of looking at a problem or opportunity;
�� RIRR and NPV together gives a better analysis than either alone;
�� if properly viewed, NPV and RIRR give identical signals, including EAs. BCAs, etc.;
�� RIRR is especially useful for comparing different sized projects, where it receives some

of its greatest criticism; and
�� RIRR is sometimes useful alone just as NPV is.

NSF Data and Information Availability

Much of the relevant historical data and information (D&I) are already online
without conditions other than routine copyright.  (See Note 1 below, or go
directly to the RiskWorld server or the Tripod Home Page Menu.)  New data
would be handled the same way.  All historical D&I are available on CD-ROM
to the EPA project officer within ten days of grant award.  Significant new and

updated is to be provided at least quarterly.  The NSF project officer is welcome to the same.
Summarizing: Quality control is part of the project.  Archiving is on CD-ROM and remote
servers now.  Costs are negligible. � There are no restrictions on D&I availability. �

                                               
Notes: Part 3

1 Online Access.  The risk relevant and public-sector part of the explanation above is an
abbreviated version of one published on the RiskWorld server on June 27, 1997 through the
present. Most of the remainder most relevant to the public sector is on the Tripod server.
2 Source: EPA/NSF Partnership for Environmental Research, Interagency Announcement of
Opportunity for Grants in Decision-making and Valuation For Environmental Policy, NSF 99-
14, October 29, 1998, Revised November 4, 1998, paragraph 3.
3 In the absence of Truth in Lending legislation and Federal Reserve Regulation Z, some
mortgages and other lending would no doubt be structured this way.  Loan sharks still use it.

http://www.riskworld.com/Nreports/1997/RMartin/html/nr7aa001.htm
http://members.tripod.com/~Ray_Martin/RMenu.html
Ray Martin
 The analogy used in Part 2 is that making a decision without RIRR is akin to a home purchase without knowing what mortgage interest rates are.  NPV is akin to the purchase price, but with discounting you have to back into the answer.  This causes problems too.  RIRR, like mortgage interest rates, is an external or environmental consideration over which we have far less control.  NPV is more of an internal consideration, over which we have greater control.  

Ray Martin
Current costs for commercial-free online WWW space is $10/month/22MB of storage.

Ray Martin
The only D&I restriction is relative to exchanges obtained in confidence in response to a peer review.  This is primarily 18 months of E-mail, about six megabytes of data that would have to be sanitized or summarized before being released in order to maintain confidentiality.
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 Online references are primary for the current research.  These bookmark references above
exclude (do not duplicate) those linked from the Project Description. The links there and those
here should take you to the site if  you are using Adobe Acrobat Exchange or Adobe Acrobat
Reader 3.0 or above and you are reviewing the papers while online.  Links last checked: January
18, 1999.

http://web.getonthe.net/~bracker/ch10326.html
http://www.duke.edu/~charvey/Classes/ba350/project/project.htm
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http://panopticon.csustan.edu/cpa96/pdf/dempsey.pdf
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http://www.sytsma.com/cism700/capbudgdoc.html
http://www.gao.gov/AIndexFY97/abstracts/rc97038.htm
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